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CHREATE: Community Beliefs, Guidelines and Norms 

We believe that there is much to be admired about the HR profession and its progress to date.  
However, rapid and accelerating change is having and will have a profound impact on the world of work 
and therefore on the future of the HR profession.  There is a very real danger that the HR profession will 
not be ready to meet these new demands because the rate of change in the world of work is moving 
faster than the function’s ability to keep pace.  
 
We focus ten years ahead (2025) on the future of organizations and the global workplace, because 
experienced futurists find that ten years is proximal enough to envision specific implications, yet distant 
enough to demand thinking beyond simple extensions of the present.  We believe that different 
industries, organizations, and individuals move forward in different ways and at different speeds that 
best suit their individual circumstances.  No specific formula suits all needs.  Our intent is not to produce 
one definitive answer but rather to produce insights, catalysts and examples to address the emerging 
human and organizational challenges of the new world. 
 
We focus first on organizational and societal capabilities, not only upon the HR function per se.  This 
frees us from unnecessary restrictions about where future capabilities and expertise reside and who will 
deliver them.  We believe the HR profession will be more vital in the future, but increasingly as an 
orchestrator and convener in a more boundaryless ecosystem of capabilities, and less as the sole 
repository of capabilities. 
 
CHREATE must model and practice this boundaryless approach.  These methods are new and often 
foreign to ourselves and our organizations.  We will face frustration, as many of us are not yet skilled in 
these new methods, but they are essential to advancing CHREATE and the HR profession forward faster.  
 
Therefore: 
 
CHREATE is “open source.” There are no proprietary interests or claims that limit the use of what we 
uncover or create.  We make our findings, tools and insights available to anyone, in support of those 
who share our mission to accelerate HR forward faster.  “Open Source” engages more voices, harvests 
more insights and wisdom, and creates a more broadly shared commitment to our mission.   
 
CHREATE is “voluntary.” The vast majority of effort is by volunteer leaders who participate for a unique 
opportunity to collectively give back to the profession from which they have so richly benefited.  
CHREATE gathers funds that support the necessary program office and other expenses to coordinate 
and support the volunteer effort.   
 
CHREATE is “inclusive.”  Of course our participants work for competitive organizations, are individual 
thought leaders in their own right, and compete to provide products and services to a common 
constituency.  Their participation in CHREATE enhances their efforts, but CHREATE is a place where we 
agree to put competitive relationships aside, in order to amplify our efforts through collectivity and 
collaboration.  We focus where we can accomplish more, faster and with fewer resources through 
collaboration, understanding that we may also compete in other arenas. 
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CHREATE is “messy.”  There will be “messiness” in a volunteer-driven and inclusive undertaking, and 
that can be frustrating and uncomfortable at times.  This messiness is inherent in our approach.  It is 
essential to build the new ecosystem that accelerates the HR profession and organizational capabilities.  
It is also increasingly essential to how our organizations must operate, so CHREATE is our opportunity to 
learn, model and develop those capabilities in ourselves, and to apply them to own organizations and 
the broader profession.  We acknowledge the challenges and discomfort transition evokes.  We will 
practice our skills in change management upon ourselves. 
 
CHREATE is “agile.” Our findings and tools emerge through agile evolution, including design thinking, 
adaptive planning, evolutionary development, early delivery, continuous improvement, and rapid and 
flexible change.  We understand and embrace that everything is imperfect, and that our results and 
products are always a starting point for innovation and improvement.  Progress is iterative and 
incremental, with collective input.  We strive for practicality and tangibility, balanced with the necessary 
abstractions needed for innovation and forward thinking.  
 


